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Moving Cattle with Morgans
A taste of the beautiful Sierra Nevada range from the back of a Morgan.

N

ot all cattle ranchers have vast expanses of property on which ground squirrels and other small rodents can be seen scampering
to raise their cattle. A small scale cattleman I know rents all the to their small dens. Some of the time there aren’t any trails and the
pasture that his cattle use.
horses must scramble over fallen logs and large granite boulders.
In the summer the cattle are hauled in trucks to the lush high When cattle are found in areas outside of the permitted grazing
Sierra meadows of the National Forest. Fees
area they must be moved back where they
By Teri Personeni
are assessed on each animal and calculated
belong. Dogs are great allies here. They can
by the number of days the animal is grazing on Federal land. It scoot under and through thick brush and guide the cattle back
is required that the cattle owner attend to the cattle regularly, onto the correct trail.
not just turn them loose and forget them for the duration of the
As Fall approaches and the weather begins to change, it is
lease. During the summer the cattle owner will ride throughout time to bring the cattle out of the mountains. If there is too much
thousands of acres checking on the whereabouts and health of the delay, the cattle can be trapped by early snowfall. Over several
cattle. Friends and dogs are a real help for this chore. Everyone loves days or weeks as the cattle are found, they are brought to a large
to be in the mountains, so finding help is not difficult. The nights meadow or fenced pasture. On a scheduled day the truck arrives
are cold, but the days are mostly mild. There is always the chance and the cattle are counted as they walk up the ramp into the truck.
of a summer thundershower and without a raincoat or slicker, the It takes several trips and the long drive can be from two to four
rider can get soaked to the skin. The scenery is well worth it. The hours each way, depending on traffic and weather conditions. It
towering Ponderosa pines are quite thick in some areas. In other is a very long day for all. The cattle are delivered to the corrals at
places the wildflowers are vast blankets of color strewn about the the winter pasture and held there until the mothers and smaller
granite. There are numerous lakes, large and small. Around them calves are “paired up”. The larger calves are taken to a nearby cattle
are willows and other water loving flora. If large enough, a lake auction. My friend is fortunate to have a river running through his
will support Canada geese that have chosen to spend the summer. winter pasture. He doesn’t need to wait for winter rains to provide
Above the tree line are immense sheets of granite. Chipmunks, a water supply for his cattle. Once again the cattle are not dropped
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Opposite page: Through the ears of Terob My Fair Lady. Above: Cheri Costa and Roseta Sage LR; Chow time;
Moving cattle to lower pastures in the Fall. Below: Futurity’s High Twist at the lake.

and abandoned. Several times a week someone checks on them by
horseback or ATV. From late Fall through early Winter the new
calves begin to arrive and the cattle must be checked daily. They
are also counted regularly to be sure that none have wandered to a
neighboring pasture, gotten injured or sick. Salt is always provided
and vaccinations and parasite control are imperative to raising
the best quality stock. When needed, a meager pasture will be
supplemented with good hay. The hope is for early Fall rains to
encourage the grass to pop up so hay is not necessary.
In the Spring the cattle are gathered and given vaccinations
as necessary for age and gender. The bull calves are castrated
and all the calves are branded and given an ear mark. Each cattle
brand has the option of having an earmark registered to the
owner. The ear mark is an easy way to identify the cattle from a
distance when the brand is not visible. These events are fun and

full of excitement. We begin early in the morning to round up the
cattle. They are herded to a large corral and smaller groups are
brought into the roping pen. Now the fun begins. Those handy
with a lasso enter the pen and skillfully throw a head loop or
heel catch. The calf is lowered to the ground and the necessary
tasks are performed as quickly as possible to limit the stress on
the calf and get it back to its mother. Since this takes all day, we
stop for a terrific lunch provided by the cattle owner and his
family. Beans, potato salad, sandwich fixin’s, brownies, cookies,
chips and salsa are just a sampling of some of the dishes. Water
is supplied in abundance as well as sodas and beer. We finish as
dusk approaches and the cattle are released from the large corral
to the gently rolling hills of the winter pasture. A long day and all
are tired; a good tired we call it.
It’s the beginning of another year in the cycle of raising cattle. ■
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Above: Ear tagging; Rounding up the cattle; Working the cattle at Mark Prechter’s ranch. Below: Red cattle trekking through the trees.
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Above: Suntime Love And Money. Below: Loney Meadow, a base camp for the cattle operation, was named for the
Loney family of Nevada County. The children inherited the land and sold the property to the United States Forest Service.
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Above: Overlooking a great expanse of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range; Suntime Love And Money taking a break in the sun; Terob My
Fair Lady. Below: In the lead Futurity’s High Twist and Serena Moore, followed by Roseta Sage LR and Scott Costa.
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Above: The Winter Range; Moving cattle to new pasture; Futurity’s High Twist herding the cattle in high country; A well deserved break for
a drink. Below: Futurity’s High Twist and Bob Costa (left) Chestnut is a Quarter Horse ridden by the cattle owner.
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